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SMEAR&II&sta+on
(boreal)&1995&7

Main%message:

1) Commitment%to%comprehensive%and%
continuous%environmental%
observations

2) Continuous%method%development%
(instrumentation,%models)

3) Active%and%open%collaboration%across%
various%boundaries

4) Willingness%to%tackle%and%solve%grand%
challenges%together



Global&grand challenges

Biodiversity+
loss
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change&&
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Demography /+Population /+Urbanization

–

AIM:&

TO&TACKLE&AND&SOLVE&
GLOBAL&GRAND&CHALLENGES&

with
comprehensive observation
network and&data&synthesis



Clear&and&ambitious&vision&/&from&deep&
understanding&to&practical&solutions

Empirical&measurements&and&modelling&/
from&observations&to&new&theories

From&research&to&innovations&/&
economic&growth&and&human&wellbeing

MULTIDIMENSIONAL,-MULTIDISCIPLINARY,-MULTISCALE-
APPROACH-TO-ANSWER-GRAND-CHALLENGES

CURRENT STATE
• Initial Conditions

• Assimilation

Provides&
context

Complete
the&picture

Satellite-data

Provides&
details

Multiscale-Models-

GroundAbased-data



Second, to foster creativity, we plan 
to support people who want to work in 
new areas — especially young researchers 
setting up their own labs. Most scientists 
do their most creative work at this early 
stage of their careers. But — understand-
ably — it’s often hard to obtain funding 
unless you can demonstrate expertise in 
a particular area. The Chan Zuckerberg 
Initiative could fill a niche by taking on 
more risks than other funders. That risk 
is worthwhile if it brings people into bio-
medical areas in which the need is great 
but current research is narrowly directed. 
Unfortunately, disease-relevant fields can 
be some of the hardest to break into for 
someone with a new idea or approach. 
Certain disease foundations, such as the 
Hereditary Disease Foundation for Hun-
tington’s disease or the Simons Founda-
tion Autism Research Initiative, have 
done this well in the past. But we think 
that there is room to scale up this model 
to many other biomedical problems. 

Finally, on openness. We believe that 
research advances when people build 
on each others’ work. So our princi-
ples include making data, protocols, 
reagents and code freely available for 
other scientists to use. As an example 
of this approach, the HCA has com-
mitted to making its reference data 
publicly available after quality-control 
checks. Indeed, the Chan Zuckerberg 
Initiative engineering team and our 
HCA collaborators are building all of 
the software for the ‘data coordination’ 
arm of the project on the open-source 
platform Github.

We’re also supporting external groups 
that share these values and goals. For 
instance, we’re funding bioRxiv, the larg-
est and fastest-growing preprint reposi-
tory for the biological sciences — and a 
leader in bringing biology towards the 
level of sharing that’s expected in the 
physical and computer sciences. 

The Chan Zuckerberg Initiative is 
just starting, and we have a lot to learn. 
But I’ve been lucky to work in areas in 
which the free exchange of ideas and 
results is the norm. In my experience, 
such an approach creates the most 
dynamic fields. Now I have the chance 
to lead a new funding venture, and to 
explore whether openness or dynamism 
comes first. After all, as scientists we 
do experiments; as funders, we can do 
experiments too. ■

Cori Bargmann is president of science 
at the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative in Palo 
Alto, California; and professor of genetics, 
neuroscience and behaviour at the 
Rockefeller University, New York, USA.
e-mail: science@chanzuckerberg.com

Build a global 
Earth observatory
Markku Kulmala calls for continuous, comprehensive 

monitoring of interactions between the planet’s  
surface and atmosphere.  

Climate change. Water and food 
security. Urban air pollution. These 
environmental grand challenges are 

all linked, yet each is studied separately. 
Interactions between Earth’s surface and 

the atmosphere influence climate, air quality 
and water cycles. Changes in one affect the 
others. For example, increasing carbon diox-
ide enhances photosynthesis. As they grow, 
plants withdraw greenhouse gases from the 
atmosphere, but they also release volatile 
organic compounds such as monoterpenes. 
These speed up the formation of aerosol par-
ticles, which reflect sunlight back into space. 
Our actions — such as emission-control 
policies, urbanization and forestry — also 
affect the atmosphere, land and seas1–5. 

Satellites and stations on the ground track 
greenhouse gases, ecosystem responses, 
particulate matter or ozone independently 
of each other. Coupled observations are 
occasionally performed, but in intensive 
bouts. Vast areas of the globe — including 
Africa, eastern Eurasia and South America 
— are barely sampled. 

The result is a cacophony of information 
that yields little insight. It is like trying to 
forecast weather in November with spotty 
measurements of rain, wind, temperature or 
pressure from June. 

The answer is a global Earth observatory 
— 1,000 or more well-equipped ground 
stations around the world that track 
environments and key ecosystems fully 
and continuously. Data from these stations 
would be linked to data from satellite-based 
remote sensing, laboratory experiments and 
computer models. 

Researchers could find new mechanisms 
and feedback loops6 in this coherent data set. 
Policymakers could test policies and their 
impacts. Companies could develop envi-
ronmental services. Early warnings could 
be provided for extreme weather, and quick 
responses initiated during and just after 
chemical accidents. 

A global observatory has been discussed 
for more than a decade, but is only now 
feasible7. Instruments have matured; for 
example, today’s mass spectrometers 
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COMMENT

An enclosure for measuring gas exchange between plants and the atmosphere at a station in Finland.

Nature'Comment'(2018),'Nature'553,'21–23 Nature Comment (2018),'Nature 554,'25727

Academician,*Academy*Professor*Markku&Kulmala
University*of*Helsinki,*Faculty*of*Science
Institute*for*Atmospheric*and*Earth*System*Research*
markku.kulmala@helsinki.fi

Academician,*Professor Guo Huadong
Chair*of*DBAR*
The Institute*of*Remote*Sensing and*Digital*Earth
Chinese Academy*of*Sciences
guohd@radi.ac.cn

Sharing big data&from satellite imagery and&other Earth&observations

Global&SMEAR&and&Digital&Belt &&Road&@ DBAR





ACTRIS, the Aerosol, Clouds, and Trace gases Research Infrastructure, is the European Research Infrastructure for the
observa;on of Aerosol, Clouds, and Trace gases.

ACTRIS=started=in=2011=merging=exis;ng=networks=for=establishing=a=sustainable=network=of=coordinated=longEterm=
atmospheric=observa;ons=in=Europe=

ACTRIS=is=composed=of=observing=sta;ons,=exploratory=plaGorms,=instruments=calibra;on=centres,=and=a=data=centre.=

ACTRIS=HQ=will=be=established=in=Helsinki=as=an=independent=legal=en;ty=(ERIC)=in=2021.

ACTRIS



Nanjing'Air'Quality Testbed (NAQT)'
Vision:'3D'pollutant'measurement
• 20#pcs#of#Vaisala#AQT420#Air#quality#sensors#
and#10#pcs#of#WXT536#Multi@weather#
sensors#installed#around#Nanjing#area

• Vaisala#CL51#Ceilometers#and#a#prototype#
lidars#for#vertical#boundary#layer#monitoring

• High@end#data#from#SORPES#and#Mobile#
SORPES#stations

• FMI@ENFUSER#model#to#study#the#effects#of#
various#components

• SW#platform#and#applications#for#improved#
forecasting#and#alerting#capabilities#in#
Nanjing#area

Based on'Helsinki'Air'Quality Testbed (HAQT)



SCALABLE'REAL)TIMEAIR'POLLUTION'SENSING
MEGASENSE



Application*example:*Green*
path*for*the*benefit*of*citizens

Monitoring(stations(in(urban(and(rural(areas.(Multiple(ways(to(use(sensors.

SMART*CITY

SMEAR*
Station*

SMEAR*(=(Station(for(Measuring(Earth(Surface=Atmosphere(Relations((SMEAR)
https://www.atm.helsinki.fi/SMEAR/

Real?time*monitoring!

Helsinki*approach:
Very(high(density(of(stations(
=(accurate(and(timely(air(
quality(monitoring

0,1–0,7*km

• Low(cost(mini= &(micro=sensors(and(base(
stations(across(the(environment(supported(by(
4G(NB=IOT(network(leading(to(a(viable(5G(
service

• Field(calibration(by(highly(accurate(
atmospheric(science(SMEAR(Station

Enables*multiple*applications:(
• City(planning,(health(and(wellbeing,(wearable(
and(fitness(devices,(vehicular(technology,(
mobile(apps,(HD=maps(

• High(quality(maps(and(calibration(technique(
that(takes(into(account(correlations(across(
environments.((

AI

HIGH*DENSITY*OF*MEASUREMENT*STATIONS*&*AUTOMATICALLY*
CALIBRATED*SENSORS*PROVIDING*REAL?TIME*MEASUREMENT*DATA

https://www.atm.helsinki.fi/SMEAR/


Air$quality$research$in$Beijing:
Lab$construction$and$facilities

• May$2017,$the$lab$was$a$
chemistry$lab$for$education;



Lab$construction$and$facilities

• May$2017,$the$lab$was$a$
chemistry$lab$for$education;

• Nov$2017,$the$lab$was$
demolished$for$refurbishment



Lab$construction$and$facilities

• May$2017,$the$lab$was$a$
chemistry$lab$for$educa9on;

• Nov$2017,$the$lab$was$
destructed$for$refurbishment

• Feb$2018,$the$lab$is$well$
equipped with$startBofBtheBart$
instruments



SMEAR&II&station
(boreal)&1995&7

Main%message:

1) Commitment%to%comprehensive%and%
continuous%environmental%
observations

2) Continuous%method%development%
(instrumentation,%models)

3) Active%and%open%collaboration%across%
various%boundaries

4) Willingness%to%tackle%and%solve%grand%
challenges%together



Contact:
Prof.&Tuukka&Petäjä,&University&of&Helsinki

tuukka.petaja@helsinki.fi

+358&50&41&55&278
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